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Sonification 
A brief study in music 
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Abstract 
The objective of this study is to explore the art and science of sonification. Sound 
has a profound effect on our day-to-day lives, and even has medical and psychological 
applications. In addition, sound can be derived from nearly anything with which we 
interact, whether we realize it or not. In the process of studying this phenomenon, a 
computerized method of sonification was developed to turn wind data into a form of 
musical notation. This combined information should give a better understanding of how 
music and sound work in our everyday lives.
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Background 
What is sonification? It is a concept that many musicians, both amateur and 
professional, will never even consider during their careers. In essence, it is the process 
of conveying information or representing data through non-speech audio. Precisely how 
that transformation takes place is up to the creativity of the audio specialist. For 
example, the seismography of an earthquake is often visualized as a wavy line on a 
graph. By the same token, sound is represented by a wave, the attributes of which 
represent pitch and volume. Simply put, this wave is a mathematical method of 
depicting the movement of a speaker that is playing the sound in question. 
The modern audio speaker is a piece of technology that hasn’t changed much 
since its conception. The cone of a speaker is vibrated by two magnets which are 
receiving alternating (AC) current, fed to them by an amplifier. The amplifier is using the 
waveform of the sound as a guide to generate current at the proper amplitude 
(loudness) and frequency (pitch). When this occurs, the speaker creates pressure 
waves which the human ear can recognize as music, or some other sound. The bigger 
the speaker magnet, the more decibels the speaker can put out. The bigger the speaker 
cone, the more accurately it can replicate lower frequency sound waves. With that said, 
a larger speaker is far better at generating low-frequency sound because it can create a 
forceful pressure wave, even at low speed. “Subwoofer” is often the generic term for a 
speaker that is eight inches in diameter or larger. Higher frequencies of sound are often 
handled by other speakers, namely “mids” or “tweeters”, the latter of which can 
generate frequencies at the limits of human hearing. 
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Another example of sonification is one that has been represented in the MaxMSP 
program of this project. Wind is a force of nature that affects us every day when we step 
outside of our homes. Wind, in a nutshell, has two mechanical characteristics, which are 
direction and speed. In a similar manner, sound can be moved around a speaker 
system (representing direction), and either the volume or pitch can be altered (which 
can represent speed). The weather station which was considered for the apparatus did 
not have the ability to feed text-based weather data into the program. So instead, a 
simple set of user-friendly controls were integrated into the Max patcher to allow the 
operator to generate his or her own wind information. Then, the program automatically 
(through a number of algorithms and controls) creates sound in a manner that sonifies 
the user’s inputs. It is a simple demonstration of this concept, but it nonetheless 
manages to define, in a very basic manner, what sonification is. 
The human ear is undeniably one of the most advanced microphones in 
existence. Only the ears of some animals are more sensitive, most notably dogs and 
cats. The limits of human hearing are largely based on a person’s age, though a certain 
frequency range is audible to nearly everyone. As a child, our hearing may be sensitive 
enough to detect sounds at 20,000 Hz. However, by the age of twenty, the upper limit 
has usually dropped to around 16,000 Hz. This decline is a natural result of the aging 
process, and gradually levels out at around 8,000 Hz by retirement age (Howard 80). At 
the lower end, most frequencies can be “felt” more easily than they can be heard. Most 
sources claim that the bottom level of human hearing is about 20 Hz. The pressure 
waves at this frequency are pretty far apart, so it is difficult to actually perceive a 
recognizable “tone”. Below 20 Hz, most people will only hear noise, if anything at all. 
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Hearing loss occurs when our brains can no longer separate distinct frequency 
bands of sound, known as critical bands. The human brain contains a number of 
acoustic filters which distinguish between these narrow bands. When hearing becomes 
more difficult, two forms of damage have taken place. First, the threshold of hearing has 
been reduced, making the ear less sensitive to lower amplitudes of sound. Secondly, 
the bandwidth of our acoustic filters increases, making it harder for our brain to 
distinguish sounds of different frequencies. This is akin to losing our frequency range 
with age, only in this case, it happens earlier than expected (Howard 91-92). Of course, 
there are ways of “counteracting” such disabilities. In general, the easiest way is to 
increase the volume of sound, in order to keep the amplitude within a person’s 
perceivable range. 
With regard to distinguishing sounds, it is also important to understand the 
concept of critical bands. Critical bands are basically a series of band-pass filters for our 
ears, and separate the sounds we hear in terms of their loudness, pitch and timbre 
(Howard 65). When a person hears a familiar and fairly simple chord interval, such as a 
major third, they can immediately recognize it because of the harmonious nature of the 
two notes. In furthering this idea, most musicians will tell you that if they hear two notes 
that are not at the correct interval (ie one of them is out of tune), a series of “waves” is 
heard. This odd phenomenon is caused by the limitations of our ears in distinguishing 
the two frequencies. The simplest form of this occurs when two identical notes are 
played in unison, and then one of them is unexpectedly knocked out of tune. The 
resulting “pulsation” happens because of our brain rapidly switching its attention from 
one note to the other. This is akin to attempting to count a flock of geese from a 
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distance. When the geese are close together or eclipsing each other, it is very difficult to 
get an accurate count. Once they move further apart, it becomes much easier to tell 
how many of them are present. As we grow older, our ears lose this ability to distinguish 
similar frequencies, making some notes sound just like others. Though this form of 
hearing loss is inevitable and generally irreversible, some forms of hearing “impairment” 
are indeed treatable, as will be seen in the following segment on psychoacoustics. 
Psychoacoustics is the study of the perception of sound. It is important to note 
that we don’t actually “hear” with our ears – the actual sound analysis takes place inside 
our brain. That said, non-verbal music can have a stunning effect on the human body, 
mainly because of how we perceive it. When we hear someone speaking, the 
information is analyzed by a part of the brain related to speech. In contrast, when we 
listen to our favorite music, a different part of our brain is used, known as the auditory 
cortex (Incredible Horizons). This region of the brain governs our basic emotional and 
metabolic responses, such as breathing, heart rate, blood pressure and body 
temperature. While stimulating this area of the brain, it can also help create new 
neuropathways, or activate ones that weren’t being used before. It is also interesting to 
note that each of our ears is connected to a different side of our brain. When we listen 
to our favorite music, the experience can have a profound effect on our mental health, 
even if we don’t realize it. Music can facilitate the bridging of our left and right brain, in 
an area called the corpus collosum (Incredible Horizons). This can improve our 
coordination and balance, as well as the general flow of information within our brain. 
A great deal of research was performed in the field of psychoacousics by a man 
named Alfred Tomatis. A doctor from France, Tomatis was born in Nice in 1920. During 
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his life, he studied the effect of sound on the human body and how it could be used for 
medicinal purposes. After serving in the French Air Force in his early twenties, one of 
his duties was to investigate hearing loss among the workers who were building aircraft 
in the factories. About the same time, he was also treating a European opera singer 
who had lost their ability to sing in tune. Oddly enough, he compared the results of 
these two studies and discovered that they exhibited the same form of hearing loss. As 
a result, he concluded that the voice and the ear are directly connected with regard to 
the brain. He is quoted as stating that “the voice can produce only what the ear can 
hear” (Allison 111). One of his first achievements was a device called the electronic ear, 
which was designed to exercise the muscles of the inner ear. It utilized a special set of 
headphones to vibrate the bones of the ear and increase the ear’s frequency range. He 
also made an important distinction between “listening” and “hearing”, which is an 
important step in understanding psychoacoustics. 
Listening involves the omission of certain sounds to only let in the ones we wish 
to hear. On the other hand, hearing is a simple passive reception of sound, with no 
segregation of what we want (or don’t want) to hear (Allison 112). The objective of the 
electronic ear is to boost the patient’s ability to distinguish between desirable and 
undesirable sounds, in order to improve one’s listening skills. Dr. Tomatis was a firm 
believer that listening was a skill that could be both lost and recovered (with proper 
treatment). His program began with an initial assessment, to determine the amount of 
aural motivation that has been lost by the patient. Then, the patient uses the electronic 
ear for one to two hours a day, listening to an assortment of carefully selected excerpts, 
ranging from Mozart to the filtered voice of the patient’s mother. These regimens serve 
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to retrain the patient’s ability to distinguish between desirable and undesirable sounds. 
Parents of patients report on the changes they observe in their children, and adult 
patients provide reports on changes they observe in their daily lives. These changes 
may include their voice, listening, stress level, creativity, attention, organization, 
posture, and reading ability, among others (Allison 113). By analyzing these 
physiological changes, Tomatis could effectively modify the treatments to better suit the 
individual conditions of his patients. A great many people benefitted from his work, 
thanks to his discovery of the essential link between sound stimulation and certain 
mental disorders. 
It is worth mentioning that Tomatis has published fourteen books and almost fifty 
articles that document his research. Three of the books have been translated into 
English: The Conscious Ear, The Ear and Language, and Education and Dyslexia. 
Of course, there is another question that must be answered before it is lost in this 
sea of information. In all honesty, what is sound? Depending on whom you ask, sound 
is defined as anything from “noise” to “some pitch at some volume”. Both of these are 
fairly accurate, but in a scientific sense, it is even simpler than that. A sound is literally 
just a pressure wave traveling through a medium, such as air or water. Sound has 
absolutely no volume or frequency unless there is a receiver nearby to pick it up, such 
as the human ear or a microphone. So, if a tree falls in the forest and no one is around 
to hear it, does it make a sound? In the sense of being perceived as a sound, the 
answer is no. However, if sound is defined as a series of pressure waves (prior to being 
received), the answer is undeniably yes. 
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Sonification is, in itself, a study which is merely a small part of a very large 
industry. To understand sonification, one must first understand a great deal of other 
concepts, from the basic elements of sound to the complexities of psychoacoustics. 
Every human being in the world has a different idea of what sound is, and thus the 
boundaries of this study are constantly being stretched. Armed with this knowledge, we 
can continue to push the limits of science to further our understanding of these 
concepts. 
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Program Description 
The program which has been developed in this project allows numerical 
information to be sonified both in terms of loudness and directionality. In this situation, 
there are two data inputs which can be used to represent wind speed and direction of 
travel. The program was written in MAX/MSP for ease of integration with the necessary 
midi technology. There are a number of patchers within the main interface, which will 
each be explained. Also, bear in mind that this system will be employing a quadraphonic 
speaker layout, two in the front and two in the rear. 
First, a number from zero to 359 is inputted to represent the direction that the 
wind is traveling. This information is run through different algorithm patchers to turn it 
into useful data. The first patcher (p pan) converts the data into the zero to 127 range of 
standard use in MAX programming. It then analyzes the numbers and creates two 
outputs that can control the general “left-to-right” panning of the sound. The second 
patcher (p vol) does nearly the same thing, but instead of left to right, it makes two 
outputs for controlling “front-to-back” panning. These four data streams are then fed to 
the gain controllers on the speakers, which will be explained later. 
The other numerical input is from zero to 100, and represents the speed that the 
wind is traveling. This information is run through a patcher (p speedvol) which simply 
scales it to an appropriate level for the gain controller. 
The most important part of this program is where the sound is created. The 
patcher called “p note” serves two functions for the sound that is heard by the user. 
First, it bangs out a permanent middle C which will change volume based on the wind 
speed. Second, a metronome object randomly chooses from a set of notes every set 
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time period, to create an interval above that base C. This upper note does not change 
volume with wind speed, but it does pan around the system depending on the wind 
direction. The possible intervals for the resulting “double stop” are a minor third, major 
third, perfect fourth, perfect fifth, minor sixth, major sixth, minor seventh, or a perfect 
octave. Whenever the top note changes, a line object smoothes the transition between 
the previous note and the new one. 
Controlling the volume and panning of the sound is the basis of this program. 
Once the sound has been created at the desired level, it must then be outputted to an 
appropriate speaker system. A FireWire 410 I/O box is used to split the midi signal into 
the proper quadraphonic outputs. The lower double-stop note is outputted to all four 
speakers and volumized by the wind speed, while the upper note is panned to the 
appropriate speaker depending on the wind direction. The upper note is not only 
panned from speaker to speaker, but sometimes allowed to bridge two speakers if the 
wind is not blowing in one of the four conventional compass directions. Considering the 
user-input nature of this program, this will very often be the case! 
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Main Window 
MaxMSP was 
used in the 
development of 
this project. The 
main window, 
shown here, 
contains all of 
the items 
necessary to run 
this particular 
program. First, a 
“loadbang” 
object starts a 
number of 
features in the 
program. Rather than reading from pre-collected wind data in a spreadsheet, this 
program allows the user to “generate their own wind”. Two rotary controls are present; 
one for wind direction and one for wind speed. These can be manipulated at any time 
while the program is running. The values from these controls are fed into a set of 
custom-made algorithm patches (as seen in the next few pages). They serve to convert 
the input values into ones that can be used properly by the rest of the program. The 
“fluidsynth” patch, as you will discover later, is the most important patch of all. It is 
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capable of taking a great deal of data – pan values, program values, note objects, 
loadbangs – and making music out of them. The output of this patch is a set of four 
audio streams. They are fed into the “dac” patch which sends them out to the I/O box, 
where they become speaker-ready sound. The four VU meters are present to display 
the output of each individual speaker, merely for the user’s reference. 
 
Direcvol Patch 
The “direcvol” patch is fairly 
straightforward. While the 
“pan” patch moves the sound 
from left to right, this patch 
serves to move it from front to 
back. Rather than using a pan 
control object, however, the 
values from here are fed to a 
pair of volume control objects. 
One is connected to the front 
speakers, and the other is 
connected to the rear. This 
gives the illusion that the 
sound is being panned, even 
though it is simply being 
inversely volumized in two 
places at once. If the wind direction is anywhere between northwest and northeast, the 
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front volume is at full power. The same applies to the rear, only for southwest and 
southeast. Then, as in the pan patch, the outputted values are ramped up and down 
when the wind is blowing in any other direction. Once an output is made for the front 
volume (left output), it is put through a “127 minus x” sort of equation, and that new 
output is the one for the rear volume. 
 
Pan Patch 
 
The “pan” patch takes the numerical wind direction (0-359) and converts it into the left-
right movement of the output sound (because each of the two “fluidsynth” objects 
produces a stereo output). The pan control works using the 0-127 range of MAX, so the 
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0-359 range of the compass must be scaled down. First, the input is sent down a 
specific algorithmic path, depending on its value. To start, the output becomes zero if 
the input is 225 to 315, or becomes 127 if the input is 45 to 135. These are the 
“western” and “eastern” ranges, for which sound will only be sent fully to the left or right 
pairs of speakers. For the “northern” input range (315 to zero and then up to 45), the 
input will be transformed into a gradual ramping from zero to 127. Likewise for the 
“southern” range (135 to 225), the input will be transformed into a ramping from 127 
back to zero. The output of this patch is sent directly to the “fluidsynth” patch. 
 
Speedvol Patch 
The “speedvol” patch contains a simple numerical conversion 
for the wind speed value. This value will be used to raise or 
lower the volume of the “foundation” note that is heard by the 
user (the lower note of each double stop). This will increase 
and decrease the level of “harmony” in the observed sound. 
However, this output will not affect the upper notes, as the 
volume of those will be panned by the wind direction. The 
value for wind speed, in this program, ranges from one to one 
hundred, so it must first be converted to the 0-127 range to be used by a MAX control 
object. To accomplish this, the input value is simply multiplied by 1.27 and then 
outputted. A float box allows the output to be seen before it leaves the patch. 
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Fluidsynth Patch 
The “fluidsynth” patch takes 
several pieces of information and 
makes music out of them. The two 
“fluidsynth” objects each generate 
dac-ready sound for two channels 
(front stereo and rear stereo), 
giving a grand total of four 
channels. To control the left-right 
pan for each pair of speakers, the 
“control 10” object has been 
linked to each one. Then, the 
front-rear volume split is regulated 
by the “control 7” object. Finally, the “notes” patch sends note-making instructions to 
each fluidsynth object, and a “loadbang” signal turns them on when the program is 
loaded. The resulting output from each fluidsynth is a pair of sound outputs (left and 
right) which can be read by a “dac” object (see the next patch). 
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Dac Patch 
The “dac” patch requires very little 
explanation. Here, the four audio 
outputs from the fluidsynth objects 
are plugged into the dac object. 
This object acts as a bridge 
between MaxMSP and the 
Firewire 410 I/O box which was 
used to output the signal to the 
four speakers. The loadbang is also connected to the first audio input, to turn the on the 
dac when the program is loaded. 
 
Notes Patch 
 
The “notes” patch 
generates the 
note object which 
is then read by 
the fluidsynth. 
This object is 
designed to 
produce a double 
stop (consisting of 
two notes), with 
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the bottom note always being the C below middle C. A metronome is activated by the 
“loadbang”, and can be set to any time interval (but is shown here at five thousand 
milliseconds). The metronome bangs a random number generator every five seconds 
(in this case), which outputs to a “select” object. Depending on the random number 
(zero thru seven), one of eight notes is selected as the top note of the double stop. The 
possible intervals are as follows: minor third, major third, perfect fourth, perfect fifth, 
minor sixth, major sixth, minor seventh and perfect octave. All of the aforementioned 
notes are then sent out the bottom of the patch, to be analyzed by the fluidsynth objects 
(see page 11). Note that the major seventh (or leading tone) was omitted, because it 
would tend to direct the user’s ear toward a resolving chord. Due to the random number 
generator, this would not always be the case, causing an uneasy reaction to the chord 
progression. 
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Conclusions 
  
 Psychoacoustics is often considered to be an unproven form of alternative 
medicine. In truth, it is very difficult to provide evidence that acoustic treatments actually 
work. Not too surprisingly, the available information on said treatments is in short 
supply, as more conventional forms of medicine are used today. Alfred Tomatis is one 
of the few well documented examples of an individual in the field of psychoacoustics. 
 There were a great deal of decisions to be made when designing the sonification 
program. First, in how many directions should the sound be allowed to move? In other 
words, the most basic sonification method would be to place the sound at one of the 
four compass directions, the end. A more complex design would be able to use eight 
points, and more so for sixteen points. In this project, a number of algorithms were used 
to allow the sound to move to an infinite number of locations in the compass, limited 
only by the decimal capabilities of Max. This serves to show a level of complexity in the 
program, compared to the relatively simple concept upon which it is based. 
 Another idea that was considered for the motion of the sound was ramping. 
When the wind changes direction, the program has a tendency to relocate the output 
sound rather abruptly. Using a line object, the point-to-point movement of the audio 
could have been turned into a gradual transition. Due to a number of minor difficulties, 
this object was left out of the final program. 
 One unusual problem that was encountered in Max was related to numerical 
outputs. Some of the custom algorithms were designed to send out a “127” if their input 
was within a certain range. Sometimes, these patches would not send out the correct 
values, though they usually came close, with 124 or 125. This may have been due to 
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the mathematical limitations of the program, as it was designed not just to make 
calculations, but make music as well. 
The MaxMSP program created for this project was much more complex than 
originally anticipated. The fluidsynth object was not originally a part of the Max software 
package. Rather, it was a synthesizer patch that was created by a third party to improve 
the user’s experience, and had to be manually integrated into the program. Once that 
was done, it was brilliant to use – very few other Max objects are so versatile. Basically, 
all of the information that was generated in the program interface (prior to the fluidsynth 
patch) was fed into the two fluidsynth objects. Their significance in this project was off 
the scale, so a special thanks to Josh Green and Peter Hanappe for this component of 
the project! 
All in all, the subject matter of this project was very interesting, even though 
deciding on an area of interest seemed to be the hardest part. Originally, this paper and 
project were going to involve a step-by-step design of an ideal speaker system. At that 
point, the topic started going on tangents, including speaker configurations, types of 
speakers, characteristics of sound, frequency analysis, and eventually sonification. 
However, this long and daunting search for a topic has paid dividends in this final 
presentation. A number of similar areas of interest have been considered, so that no 
information is left out. By taking a look at a broad spectrum of sound-related information 
that is available, sonification has not only been explained and demonstrated – it has 
been tied into a number of other relevant studies which have all played a part in the 
design and success of this project. 
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